The True Story of Thanksgiving

C

hildren in the United States are taught in school that the Pilgrims came to America for religious
freedom. But that’s not quite true. They were actually missionaries who chose to come to the
New World to plant the Gospel of Jesus in the wilderness. As their governor and chronicler, William
Bradford wrote: “They had a great hope and inward zeal of laying some good foundation…for the
propagating and advancing the Gospel of the kingdom of Christ in those remote parts of the world.”
They had endured vicious religious persecution in England and finally fled to Holland where they
settled in the town of Leyden. There, they enjoyed religious freedom for 12 years. But it became
clear to them that God wanted them to leave Holland and go to America. So if their motivation to
come to America was primarily about religious freedom, they could have stayed in Holland where
they already had that. No, they weren’t running away from something, they were following their
calling to become missionaries. So they returned to England and boarded the Mayflower in early
continued on page 8

Presidential Candidate Senator Bernie Sanders
on Criminal Justice Reform and Marijuana Law
AIKEN, S.C. – U.S. Sen. Bernie Sanders renewed a
call to let states decide whether to legalize marijuana
possession, a proposal detailed in a bill introduced
in the Senate called “Ending Federal Marijuana
Prohibition Act of 2015,” would amend the Controlled Substances Act to remove mentions of the
drug from the law. Sanders commented after former
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, at a separate appearance in South Carolina on Saturday, offered her
own proposal to loosen restrictions on marijuana. “I
am glad to see Secretary Clinton is beginning to address an issue that my legislation addressed,” he
said, “but her approach ignored the major issue. Secretary Clinton would classify marijuana in the
same category as cocaine and continue to make marijuana a federally regulated substance. “If we are
serious about criminal justice reform and preventing many thousands of lives from being impacted
because of criminal convictions for marijuana possession, we must remove marijuana from the federal Controlled Substances Act and allow states the right to go forward, if they choose, to legalize
marijuana without federal legal impediments,” Sanders added.

Multiple
Cannabis
Legalization
Statewide
Initiatives
Filed
Sacramento INC.com reports the push to put California among the states
where marijuana can be sold to and legally used by adults
for recreation took a major step forward on Monday as ballot
language backed by Napster co-founder Sean Parker, other
wealthy entrepreneurs who support pot legalization and leading advocacy groups was filed with the state. The proposed
legalization initiative is one of more than a dozen that has been
submitted in California for the November 2016 election. Because of the deep pockets, political connections and professional credibility of its supporters, however, observers think
the so-called Adult Use of Marijuana Act is the vehicle with
the greatest chance of success. “We believe this effort has the
support and resources to mount a successful campaign for responsible adult-use,” California Cannabis Industry Association Executive Director Nate Bradley, whose organization is
endorsing the measure, said. “This is the one to watch. This is
the one.” The Parker-backed initiative also has lined up support from the Drug Policy Alliance and the Marijuana Policy
Project, two leading marijuana reform advocacy groups that
led the earlier campaigns to pass pot legalization measures
in Colorado, Washington, Oregon and Alaska. “This is the
most incredibly broad coalition that could have been brought
together, everything from the drug policy reform movement
to the environmental movement to the industry actors to the
medical field, as well as the lineup of all of the most likely
funders for something like this,” said Lynne Lyman, California
director for the Drug Policy Alliance. The Control, Regulate
and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act would make it legal for
people 21 and older to possess up to one ounce of marijuana
and grow up to six plants at home. The state would collect
15% sales tax, in addition to taxing growers. Part of the money
would fund anti-drug programs for kids. The Act would allow
localities to ban nonmedical marijuana businesses through
a local initiative ballot vote of the people.

Trinity: A
Dry County?

A

Trinity County District Attorney Eric Heryford
Sues VW & Audi for Fraud

Weaverville- The first question that comes to mind is just how many new model diesel VWs and Audis are actually registered in all of Trinity? The emissions that are being emitted from these late model
diesel VWs and Audi are not even considerable compared to the many gross polluting cars and trucks,
diesel or gasoline, that are registered in Trinity County due to no emissions testing for this basic smog
area. Only vehicles to be transferred in title must have a smog certificate in Trinity.
Yet, our District Attorney has seen fit to file against two American companies in his cases Heryford v.
Volkswagen of America, Inc. and Heryford v. Audi of America, Inc. These are American companies
with Americans employed. The real story on these modified computer systems in the new diesels
from VW and Audi actually goes all the way back to 2008 when the California Air Resources Board
(CARB) decided to change the emissions testing standards to include only a computerized test for
continued on pg 7

t the latest Board of Supervisors meeting Nov. 3rd, commercial cannabis cultivation regulation was discussed
due to the passing of the three state bills by Governor Jerry
Brown to allow for regulation to cultivate medical cannabis
for profit. While Humboldt is moving quickly forward with
their cultivation ordinance to meet a March deadline for local regulations, ironically, Supervisor Keith Groves, a Trinity Center winemaker (Alpen Cellars), suggested that Trinity County could become a “dry county” and ban it. Other
supervisors threw out amounts to tax the cultivation at $1000
per plant while Supervisor Bill Burton countered with a $12
tax. A joint meeting of the Board and the Planning Commission were presented the week before at their mutual meeting
on cannabis issues with a proposal drawn up by the California Cannabis Voice Trinity Chapter which has been holding
monthly meetings for almost a year to craft local regulations.
Supervisor Burton requested that the Trinity version be included in the next Planning Commission meeting. All five
voted to send the issue to the Planning Commission meeting on Nov. 12th. At the Planning Commission meeting quite
a number of concerned residents were in attendance. To the
shock and outrage of nearly all in the room, the Planning Commission stated there would be no public comments allowed.
Many stood and spoke against this omission and the Comcontinued on page 3
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Letters to the Editor
$500 Fine For Serving A Glass of Water

Recently, I was in Sacramento, and I had breakfast at an IHOP
restaurant. I noticed a sign by the cashier that said if a food
server brings you water, and you did not request it, the server
could be fined $500. I told the server that a Democrat wrote
this, and the pig governor Jerry Brown signed it into law. I told
her socialists and liberals are stealing your money, and they
do not care how hard it would be on you financially. We all
ordered water and then just left it without drinking it as a form
of protest. Up yours Jerry.
Hey Jerry, want to save water? Get rid of the over one million
illegal aliens here. That would save us legal people millions of
gallons a day. Or how about cancelling out the envirolitigant
rail, and build reservoirs, so you wouldn’t have to keep going
after the poor worker class. You democrat socialist punks go
after those who cannot afford to fight back, nor can they afford
the fine.
Five hundred dollars to a low income person is economically
devastating. How would they pay it? Did you think about that?
How hard it would be on them? While you have punk government democrats using tax dollars to buy coke and whores after
work, and hiring, at taxpayer expense, drivers to shuttle them
to their sex and drug parties, actual working people are treated
like crap.
Have you ever worked for a living Jerry? Ever had to worry
about child care, rent, food, medicine for you or your child?
Does not sound like it. You do not give a damn about people,
especially those who cannot fight back. You workers do not
have the money to challenge these pigs, nor do you have the
money to pay a $500 fine, and they know this, but they pound
on you anyway.
Then, a socialist pig said, trying to defend the asshole governor,
it was part of the whole picture, we need to conserve water. I
asked him to go up to a food server and ask them if they could
come up with $500 for the fine. He said it was incentive for
them to not make a mistake. I said how many people have a
$500 incentive where they work? Not state govt punks, and
actually, they have protections to keep them from being fired.
Losers. Wussies.
This is socialism, communism, democratic party business as
usual. Do not vote for these punk machine party people, do not
vote to continue this evil form of government. All food servers,
and other working poor should unite for the Republican party
to sweep this state and bring back a controlled and fair state
government. Obviously, the Demo’s have shown you they do
not care for the lower working class, do not care about your
economy, mostly because you cannot do anything for them
economically. So to them, you are just a financial burden, and
$500 fines will show you they will take from the poorest people
to ensure they have their lavish life styles and maintain their
parties and fun after work activities.
Trinity county rank and file workers, your corrupt and evil department heads, as well as the low life supervisors, are treating
you the same way. They have ensured their income increases
for their Pers stuff on your backs, they live way better than you
do, and treat you like crap, look down on you, and laugh at you.
That is why we have sought the help of the KOCH brothers
to investigate these county government pigs and tyrants. The
KOCH brothers have a faction who comes into town and begins with investigations aimed at violators of government procedures, and they also investigate illegal activities by county
officials. Like when they say they are “buying property” in our
county, when actually, they are doing illegal things with your
money. The money to pay you rank and file people is there, but
the pigs at the top will not spread it out and give you what you
deserve.
Rank and file: Slow down. Report did not get done, too bad.
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Karl Fisher, a commie, has gone after the
poor here in a number of ways. He puts
down those who cannot afford a new car,
or those who use wood heat to stay warm in
the winter, all the while, he lives in a much
bigger house than the poor worker, and uses
far more energy to heat his. Same with that
snake slithering lowlife Tipett, who has illegally manipulated contracts, and lies to us
all the time. You Tipett, along with the rest
of the corrupt department heads, need to
go. It is ok for the tiny Tipett to drive willy
nilly to Redding every day, spewing auto
pollution for an hour each way, but oh my
gosh, someone, who, because of your inept
and corrupt way of managing money, your
workers are forced to endure not being able
to afford a newer car, so you go after them.
Asshole.
The KOCH brothers organization is watching and listening, change is coming. You
people who work in the transportation dept,
demand fair wages, slow down, make these
punks look worse than we already know
they are.
		
Arnold Ziffle
		
Zenia

HOT CHICS

A short while ago, I watched a male get
some award for some computer work or
something. He was wearing a shirt that had
illustrations of pin up girls on airplane fuselages. I liked the shirt, and am looking to
purchase one to wear.
The next day, this same male was on TV
again, apologizing for wearing what some
called a sexist shirt. He was crying during
his apology. Real men and women call this
wussie behavior, kowtowing to the pigs on
the left. We do not call him a man, he is at
best a male. And I will soon have the shirt
to wear, they are all over the internet, and I
do not care who it offends. Bring it.
The reason that some few males and females persecuted him for wearing the shirt,
is envy. The males know the pin up girls
on the plane would not want them, they do
not want wussies in their lives, they want
real men, men who can fly the plane and
do other manly things. If a male says they
are offended by the shirt, they are wussie
whipped. The females who protested know
they would never be asked to model for the
artists, as they do not have the womanly attributes needed to be a pin up model. They
are jealous of them. Think about the hard
work it takes to be a pin up girl, exercise,
diet, workouts, and the arduous task of posing for hours. They are athletes. Liberal
females do not have what it takes to attain
and hold the status of pin up girls, and they
know it. That’s why they went after the
male who wore the shirt. The liberal male
and female know they are inadequate in
themselves, so they want to put down the
achievers and winners.
Real men and women do not apologize
for their attire, and could care less if it offends someone. We wear clothes we like,
and we like hot chics on planes. We do not
get told what to wear, or what we say on our
clothes. We do not care if it offends people,
the Constitution does not care either. It is up
to no one else to decide what you wear, and
we are not told what we say on our clothing. It is called free speech, and there are no
such things as free speech zones, the entire
US is a free speech zone, be it campus or
otherwise.
Another group of wussies are those on college campuses who feel the need to go into
“safe warm and fuzzy rooms”, like at Harvard and Yale, where they can have cookies
and crayons and coloring books. These are
the people real men and women distain and

make fun of. Wussie room people are inadequate and
weak, cannot face reality, and are a detriment to our
society. These are the people that conservative real
people will rule and control. Parents of the little wussies you have raised, know they will never achieve,
and will be at the bottom of the food chain, which
is where they belong. We did not have fuzzy rooms
when we were in college, we had the student union,
where we had beer, pot, pizza, and chics. Real women chics who liked real men.
I am calling for a “Hot Chics on Planes” shirt day,
and wear them loudly and proudly. Our hot chics
could wear them also, confuse the lesbian crowd. No
one can stop us from expressing ourselves in any way,
whether others like it or not. No one can tell us what
to wear, or control our speech and our thoughts, nor
our way of expressing them. Conservative students
unite, and push back the crap liberal freaks who you
must not allow to control you. You are better than
they are, and more powerful, step up and show it.
			
Bill Hunter
			
Southern Trinity

Trinity PUD is going DOWN!!
And that goes for our county government as well.
We citizens have had enough of their bulls**t. And
the time for a citizen revolt is NOW. Check your bill!
TPUD has arbitrarily raised their electric rates on
ALL customers once again, with the tacit approval
of our supervisors. This time, they’re using the euphemistic “System Access Charge” to describe a flat
twenty dollar fee they’ve levied on customers’ bills
going forward. That’s $20 more per month...EVERY
month...Forever! It appears the nationwide green
movement, wherein more and more homes and businesses are using alternative energy sources as backup
to offset the greed of the nation’s price-gouging electricity suppliers, is cutting into the profit margins of
utility companies everywhere! So, to get back some
of that lost revenue from you—the environmentallyconscious and thrifty consumer—the Big Utilities,
including the publicly-owned ones, are taking back
every cent they can. Rates are going up all over the
place, oftentimes in the form of subtly-applied fees,
charges, taxes, “adjustments”, surcharges and other add-ons that are turning up on customers’ bills.
And you thought participating in the green revolution would only SAVE us money over time, right?
Well, think again. And, because our PUD is publiclyowned, they get to jack us around even more by trying to convince us their latest gouging is in our best
interests. What an insult. How did they pull this off?
Looks like all it takes is a little advance notification
of customers—and in this case, I do mean “a little”—
and utility companies can pretty much get away with
murder. As long as the raping to come is laid out in
the fine print, then their asses are covered.They’re
also reminding us that they did us all a huge favor by
eliminating their bull**t “deregulation charge” and
lowered their already too-god-damn-high electric
rates, by a couple of pennies no less, to adjust to the
added expense. None of this comes close to offsetting the financial impact the new charge will have on
your business or household’s budget, however. Can
anyone say “subterfuge”??And it’s not $20 per address, mind you, but twenty for each METER!! That
means any business or residence with, say, four electric meters, is now paying $80 more each and every
month, with NO end in sight. This s**t is permanent
folks!...Unless something is done to stop it!Here’s the
math: With nearly 7,500 meters throughout their entire service area, the TPUD stands to rake in almost
$150,000 more every month henceforth, thanks to
this new charge. That’s close to 1.8 million dollars a
year!! “Where the bleep is all that money going?”, is
the most obvious question.
Better question: How, exactly, do our county’s NONleaders expect we citizens to come up with the money
to pay for this new theft,
AND the bulls**t fire tax,
AND the bulls**t hospital tax,
AND the inflated bulls**t dump fee?
What’s next? Toll booths on our area bridges??...(Shhh!
Let’s not give them any ideas!) Do NOT make
the mistake of buying into any of their lies, either.

TPUD’s attempts to justify it, by telling us the
gouging to come is simply a matter of them taking action to bring the system into balance, or some
s**t, is nothing more than a shell game. They’re just
hoping no one will notice. Well, WE noticed! And
now, we’re looking to “follow the money”, as the
old saying goes. Even if their sleight of hand parlor
tricks are somehow legitimate, it still amounts to
yet another system wherein the rich—i.e. those who
can afford to pay for the electricity that they use in
abundance—are getting a break with lowered bills,
while the burden is dumped on the backs of the
poorer customers throughout the district, who are
being made to shoulder the lion’s share of the new
charges. On one hand, the Tea Partygoers should all
be pissed about this because it adds up to more big
government. And just to put it in terms that all you
Mountain Liberals out there will understand: As social injustices go, Bernie Sanders would definitely
not approve, either. See? S**t like this can unite
everybody!
It seems the cost of this whole “peaceful serenity
of country living” thing is going up all the time for
we unsuspecting backwoods folk. And, with NO
justification for it. These are nothing more than
taxes, arbitrarily implemented by undeserving, and
under-serving, government bodies simply because
they can. And for the exact same services this PUD
has been performing all along—services which
have not changed in any way because of the new
charge! “Just pay the bill” seems to be the message
to the consumer. Yeah? Well, you thieving bureaucrats might just be doing some paying of your own
soon when the people finally get fed up with your
picking their pockets! Me thinks a class action lawsuit might just be in order. The new (over)charge
went into effect in August, 2015. It’s never too late
to make a stink about it, though. Let’s get in contact with our local representatives—starting with
the Board of Supervisors of Trinity County....Yes,
THAT Board of Supervisors! Look, just because
these corrupt and/or incompetent fools have done
absolutely nothing productive in office in most of
the last ten years or so, doesn’t mean we can’t get
lucky sometime soon!...Well, we can pray, can’t
we?? Here’s the email addresses of each of our
Supes and the county CEO. Flooding their inboxes
with complaints about these wrong-headed, and
probably illegal, charges by our local electricity
supplier would be a great start!
*wtyler@trinitycounty.org
*kfisher@trinitycounty.org
*bburton@trinitycounty.org
*jdmorris@trinitycounty.org
*jfenley@trinitycounty.org
*kgroves@trinitycounty.org
Paul Hauser is the name of the chief moron at the
TPUD. And Kelli Gant is the dingbat who heads
up their board of directors. (Neither of them live in
this service district, BTW!!) Let’s all bombard their
clue Whatever it takes (within the law, of course) to
help them realize their errors. Truth to power (suppliers)!
These crooks have been jerking us off for years
and years by repeatedly telling us how we have
the lowest electric rates in the west! Yeah?...Well,
how great is that bargain now, liars?? It’s all about
GREED. Nothing more. Don’t fall for any of their
bull**t propaganda. We need to start making these
people’s lives as difficult as they’re making ours.
Here’s a great way to start that ball rolling:
Copy the form letter that follows this message into
an email and send it off to area business owners and
their clients.
Better yet, post it on your own Facebook page and
encourage your local friends to share it in their
streams as well. That should get the message across
loud and clear! Electricity is not a luxury; it’s a basic necessity of life. We consumers don’t have the
option of taking our business to the OTHER utility
in town. They’ve got us by the shorthairs. Now, it’s
time someone grab a hold of theirs, for once—and
start yanking! Keep discussing this injustice with all
your friends, family, neighbors, complete strangers,
etc. And let’s get this done. FIGHT!!
			
J. Brown
			
Trinity County resident

Dear Business Owners of Trinity County,
I regret to inform you that your profits will likely
be decreasing noticeably in the coming weeks and
months, and that some area businesses like yours will
indeed be facing closure.
The reason for this is that countless local residents like
me, who live on a shoestring from month to month,
are being forced to make cuts in their own personal
budgets, making many of the costs of doing business
locally no longer feasible.
These new self-imposed austerity measures are being
brought about by the Trinity Public Utilities District’s
decision to implement a flat twenty dollar charge on
all electric meters in their service area each month going forward, as part of their rate “restructuring”, which
took effect in the summer of 2015.
These ongoing charges will result in local residents
like me being made to take more of our business outof-county, where prices on gasoline, groceries and
other services are generally lower—and even doing
without entirely, in certain areas of life—as a means
of saving money on our monthly household costs.
Believe me, this is definitely not personal in any way.
I have been a vocal proponent of the maxim, “Shop
Trinity County First”, for all the time I’ve lived here,
and have been more than pleased with local products
and services all the while.
However, this now has to change, all thanks to the
needlessly punitive actions taken by the Trinity PUD
in targeting their own customers with unfair charges,
all with the tacit approval of county government, and
all during the worst economy in decades.
I will miss eating at local restaurants, shopping in
area stores and taking advantage of the convenience
of various services being in such close proximity to
my home.
Unfortunately, like with the TPUD, economics will
ultimately have to win out over the needs of the people. That includes all you hardworking area business
people, I’m sorry to say.
Hopefully, this situation will change sometime soon.
But for now, I simply can no longer afford the cost of
spending any more of my money here, in this county.
I have joined my neighbors and other citizens in protesting this charge—to the electric supplier in question, as well as to the Trinity County Board of Supervisors—and I would urge you to do the same. Together,
we might succeed in sending a message to the TPUD
and our area representatives about this injustice, in the
hope of someday ending it.
Until then, let me say that it has been a pleasure doing
business with all of you. I wish you only the best in
surviving this onslaught that is our seemingly neverending national, state—and indeed—local economic
downturn.
Sincerely,
A concerned citizen of Trinity County

Lewiston Brotherhood
Back when I first arrived in Trinity County
during the 80s my father had already been living
here a few years and he warned me right off ‘not’ to
join up with “the brotherhood” here in town. “Listen to me!,” he hollered one day. “You don’t have
any brothers! So don’t be thinking that any of those
assholes across that river are your brothers!” Well
I didn’t listen to him. Back then you actually had to
work here to survive. There were no hand-outs in the
80s; no food stamp cards; and nobody much cared,
either. I was a journeyman carpenter at the time and
had already learned before coming here that there
are really just two ways for a carpenter to pick up
some work in a strange town. That’s churches, or
bars. And since I was already half a drunk when
I got here; I chose the bars. And with only “two
bars” in town; (and the “brotherhood” operating one
of them), I decided to join up. And this folks; is how
I got to know all the low-life drunks, meth heads,
racists, arsonists and disbarred dirtbags in this town.
Dad was right! I don’t have any brothers here.
And if the losers at that lodge are any indication of
what ‘a brother’ can bring to your life; well then,
I’ll just continue on thanking God everyday that I
don’t have one. I haven’t stepped foot in the Moose
Lodge now for the past 15 years. Though I’m still
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mission relented and allowed public comment. All let
the Commission know that they expected positive and
expeditious action. Many cited the need to meet the
March 2016 deadline in order to maintain local control
of regulating cannabis businesses and farms. One lady
questioned why there is not one single dispensary in
the county in order to be able to obtain medical cannabis. Duane Sceper, the hearing officer contracted by
the County who has instigated many cannabis abatements offered his services to “draft a preliminary ordinance”. Meanwhile, no real substance was discussed
nor were the materials slated for use discussed. Commissioner Diane Stewart from Hayfork stated that no
work would be done on the cannabis issue until January. In all, many felt the commission was very unprofessional and completely unprepared.

quite ashamed to admit that it took me a full eight years
to figure that place out. As it turns out, the brotherhood
in Lewiston is in fact the most ‘exclusionary’ organization
I’ve ever been involved with and some of those very same
back-stabbing drunken “brothers” still belly-up to that bar
every day. Some of them are ashamed, too! (That’s why
they park in back.) Calling themselves “Family Center”
these days. Truth is; both bars in Lewiston have destroyed
more families here than any of our drunks in town will
ever admit to. We’ve actually witnessed some of these
fools here ‘pickle’ themselves over the years. (And their
women all got fat, too!) Predictably; a few of them have
even lost control now of acceptable civilized behavior;
and the brotherhood in Lewiston has morphed into more
of a ‘clubhouse’ for intoxicated Democrats and socialist
felons who plot take-overs of libraries; (stalking and vandalizing the homes of ‘non-bros’); filing fraudulent ‘bully’ lawsuits; (celebrating) the dumping of sewage into the
Trinity River, contaminating wells; and of course, let’s not
forget; that one of them was recently ‘questioned’ by authorities about an August arson fire here in town, too! But
hey; these fine folks celebrate Christmas each and every
year here and ‘toast’ their commitment to the betterment
of our community and the safety of our children.
So all is good, eh.
Steve Lindsay
			
Lewiston

cannabis
cures
Cannabis
Oil cures
terminal
cancer in
3-year-old
after pharmaceutical
drugs fail miserably
By Jennifer Lea Reynolds

(NaturalNews) A 3 year-old Utah boy, diagnosed with leukemia and told by doctors that he
had mere days to live, is now alive and well not
because he continued his chemotherapy, but because he obtained cannabis oil treatment instead.
The family, fed up with the fact that the only
treatment doctors could recommend was chemotherapy--even after little Landon Riddle kept
vomiting dozens of times daily and refused to eat
after two months of chemo--looked into cannabis
oil treatment. After reading up about it online and
researching the details, they traveled to Colorado
where such a treatment is legal, to help Landon.
“His whole chest was full of leukemia tumors
which is why he couldn’t breathe,” says his mother, Sierra. “They started him on chemo, but told
us that he probably wasn’t going to make it.

Shortly after starting treatment, Landon’s health
began to deteriorate at an alarming rate. He was
vomiting multiple times a day and developed severe nerve damage in his legs. The boy was incredibly sick and on a constant diet of Morphine,
Ativan, and Promethexane. (StonerDays.com)
We discussed all of our concerns with his medical team in Utah and watched Landon continue to
suffer and wither away as the piled on drug after
drug.” But rather than give in to a death sentence
and play into Big Pharma’s only recommendation, Landon began cannabis oil treatments. The
results have been incredible.
Within just days of the treatment, Landon showed

signs of improvement. Instead of withering away,
his appetite surged and his vomiting lessened. He
rebounded, and as explained on a CNN video, is
still cancer-free even months later.
Still, serious issues loom over the family, including their concern that Landon might be taken out
of their custody. The video, which can be viewed
at NaturalNews.com explains that the family was
initially given an ultimatum: continue years of
chemo and steroid treatments or refuse it, and potentially have Landon removed from their care.
A lawyer willing to take on the case stepped in,
expressing his thoughts that there is nothing detrimental about the family’s intentions. And so the
cannabis treatment continued, although it should
be noted the chemotherapy didn’t entirely cease.
He still receives treatments, but just once monthly
as opposed to the more frequent doses. Sierra is
desperately trying to find an oncologist who will
allow cannabis treatments only, but has yet to find
one willing to do so. We all know why.
If the medical profession were to get on board
with cannabis oil treatments and other natural
methods of curing the sick, billions of Big Pharma dollars go down the drain. It would be a huge
industry shake-up where pharma jobs would go
by the wayside, money lost, and credentials questioned. So medical experts, for the most part,
tip-toe around the issue, saying--at best--that it
should be used as a complementary approach to
more accepted traditional treatment methods such
as chemotherapy.Big organizations against cannabis treatments despite growing evidence that it
heals people
In a statement issued to CNN by the American
Cancer Society regarding Landon Riddle’s story,
the avoid-cannabis-for-improved-health mentality is blatantly obvious. They stated in the same
aforementioned video that “there is no available
scientific evidence from controlled studies in humans that cannabinoids can cure or treat cancer.”
That, despite the fact that Dr. Julie Holland, editor of “The Pot Book,” says, “It turns out, it actually fights the cancer itself.” That, despite the fact
that numerous findings have emerged showing
that cannabis compounds kill cancer cells in mice
and in humans. That, despite Landon’s amazing
recovery. Landon’s story isn’t the first time cannabis oil has been eyed as helping those with serious conditions heal. For example, Natural News
recently reported on the story of 33 year-old David Hibbitt, a U.K. resident who was diagnosed
with bowel cancer and given 18 months to live.
However, he took therapeutic doses of cannabis
oil to the tune of a very affordable $75 monthly
and guess what? He eliminated his cancer. What’s
it going to take for the mainstream medical world
to fight more for human health rather than Big
Pharma greed? It’s time for the blinders to come
off and the money-hungry mind sets to end. For
more news and pictures of Landon Riddle to support his journey to health please visit:
http://teamlandon-cannabis.blogspot.com/
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Tennessee Sheriff Pushes Cannabis
Legalization to Save Daughter

by Ryan Cristian

T

here are many afflictions from which one can suffer at
a young age, but none cause a parent to feel as helpless
as West Syndrome. A child that suffers from, what is called
Infantile Spasms (IS) or West Syndrome, is often developmentally delayed later in life and commonly develops autism
if the ailment continues at a young age. Babies with infantile
spasms commonly stop developing and lose skills that were
already mastered, such as sitting, rolling over, or speaking.
To make this syndrome all the more heartbreaking, when the
seizers are finally stopped, and if the spasms were not controlled or stopped early enough, many children later develop
other kinds of epilepsy. About one-fifth of children who have
had infantile spasms will develop Lennox-Gastaut syndrome.
Young Josie Mathes is already at the point where her ailment is affecting her ability to move. “She can’t sit on her
own, she’s not crawling, we don’t do solids very well. So
essentially we still have a baby when we should be in the
toddler stage, ya know?” Josie’s mother Stacie Mathes told
The Tennessean. Of the two leading medications that were
prescribed, one didn’t work, and the other could potentially
cause her to go blind. Sabril is the name of the leading drug
prescribed to combat IS and is strongly associated with irreversible retina damage in children with prolonged use.
Many commonly prescribed pharmaceuticals have a large
number of adverse young-girl-adults-pills-130930side-effects
with surprisingly low success rates when considering what’s
at stake. With nowhere else to turn, the Mathes family made
the decision to look into the option that many parents in their
position have claimed to be the cure to such illnesses: Cannabis Oil. “There’s not a lot of enjoyment here. Between the
seizures and medications, she’s inhibited. I guess essentially
she’s doped up. And that’s the hardest part,” Mathes said.
Cannabis oil use recently became legal in Tennessee largely
due to Rep. Jeremy Faison and his mission to change the law
to make the oil immediately available to those in need. The bill
he was sponsoring was designed to change the state’s definition of the word “marijuana” to exclude cannabis oils with low
to zero THC and high medical value, essentially rendering the
oils no longer illegal to possess or obtain from states where it
is readily available. It is still a mystery to many suffering parents why something as useful and non-psychoactive as CBD
oil would be restricted, and in many places, completely illegal.
“This is not a medical marijuana bill. This cannabis oil has less
than 0.9 percent THC. This has nothing to do with that,” Rep.
Jeremy Faison,said Before the passage of the new bill, the
Matheses had considered obtaining cannabis oil in Colorado
from which they already had access, and were even considering leaving their beloved state of Tennessee. Breaking the law
for only a chance to heal their child would be a difficult choice
for any parent. It was especially difficult for this family due to
the fact that Mr. Mathes is a police officer. “We know the law,
but at the same time, she’s suffering and it’s not always feasible to up and move to Colorado,” Mathes said. This caused an
obvious conflict of interest. It was interesting to see that a police officer that might have been arresting another for making
the same decision a year ago, was now seeing that this issue is
not as black and white as many Federal officials try to make it
seem. Another development that seemed to be an even larger
Continued on pg 6

For Truth’s sake

those who have not experienced sexual abuse while
girls have a threefold increase for suicidal behavior. This is generally after introducing treatments
for depression and other symptoms. Based on these
The Gay Rights Movement
findings, and what has generally been known about
and
child sexual abuse, children suffer greatly when
Child Sexual Abuse
abused by adults. This is the reason pedophilia has
By David Risselada
long been treated as a crime.
Things are rapidly changing. Pedophilia is now
he issue of pedophilia is once again making its considered more of a “sexual orientation” among
way into the mainstream. Researchers are now many in the scientific community. The latest edition
claiming that it is normal for men to feel a sexual at- of the DSM, the DSM V, was going to classify pedotraction to young, pre-pubescent children. As the hoIn a move toward destigmatizing
mosexual rights movement continues to gain ground,
we hear more and more about the normalization of pedophilia, the American Psychiatric Aspedophilia in our culture. There is a definite agenda sociation (APA) in its updated Diagnostic
to normalize sexually deviant behavior while pushand Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
ing for pedophile rights.

T

The federal Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration released
a report calling for an end to the practice
of “conversion therapy” for lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender youth. Rep. Ted
Lieu (Dem-Calif.) introduced the Therapeutic Fraud Prevention Act, which would
classify conversion therapy as a fraudulent
practice that would be illegal under the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

P

(DSM), distinguishes between pedophiles
who desire sex with children, and those
who act on those desires.
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beneficial, especially between men and young boys. They cite
studies which claim that the effects of adult child sex are based
on several different factors including, how knowledgeable the
child is about sex, the level of willing participation, and the
child’s personal views on the negative connotations about sex,
especially in the western world. This of course implies that the
western world’s views on sex, particularly sex between adults
and children is outdated. This paper further suggests that studies proving harmful affects of child sexual abuse are based on
the biased samples of the population, meaning that the studies proving harmful effects are all from children who have
“self reported” child sexual abuse, and that they were likely to
already have problems. Children who have allegedly experienced no harm from adult child sex generally do not see a clinician; therefore, few studies are conducted on the benefits of
such experiences. Other studies cited by this paper also claim
that many boys benefit from sexual relationships with older
men because it provided the opportunity to have a positive,
influential relationship. To Rind and Bauserman’s credit they
also admit that such samples are also based on a bias because
researchers that support this may be deliberately seeking out
people who have had positive experiences. The fact that sexual
activities of children is even studied, encouraged or considered
a normal part of their being is indeed, disturbing all together.

CNS News reported:

“Police said that Brinkin, a former San Francisco city
employee, apparently had photos of children, as young
as 1 or 2 years old, performing sexual acts and being
sodomized by adult men. …”“Concerning Brinkin, Theresa Sparks, director of the Human Rights Commission, told the Huffington Post, ‘It’s almost incredulous,
there’s no way I could believe such a thing.’
“‘He’s always been one of my heroes, and he’s the
epitome of human rights activist,’ she said. ‘This is
[the] man who coined phrases we use in our daily language. I support Larry 100 percent; hopefully it will all
come out in the investigation.’”
Brinkin pleaded guilty to all charges.

edophiles are actively seeking to lower the age
of consent laws when it comes to lawful sexual The Oregonian reports: Detectives from the Portbehavior with another. They claim that sex with chil- land police Sex Crimes Unit arrested Portland dedren is not only a natural desire felt by adult males, veloper Terrence Patrick Bean on Wednesday on a
but that in many cases, the children affected may actu- Lane County indictment stemming from alleged sex
ally benefit from it as opposed to experiencing harm. abuse involving a teenage boy in 2013. Bean, 66,
Many gay rights activists also push the idea that child a prominent gay rights activist and major Demo- There is also the issue of homosexuals claiming that pedophilia
is a heterosexual problem as opposed to a homosexual probsexual abuse committed against young boys is not a cratic Party fundraiser, was arrested at his home.
lem. According to Steve Baldwin in his paper entitled “Child
homosexual problem, but one of heterosexual males A search of the Federal Election Commission’s Molestation and the Homosexual Movement,” homosexual acinstead. This is a sick, twisted agenda being pushed campaign-finance database turns up thousands tivist groups claim that the accusations of child molestation beunder the guise of a human rights campaign backed in donations every cycle by Bean to the Demo- ing a homosexual thing lends credibility to the idea that there is
up by fallacious research supporting the desires of cratic Party’s most powerful leaders, including an effort to demonize and discredit the homosexual movement.
sodomites. If not stopped, this could have dire con- Hillary Clinton, Senate Majority Leader Harry This would be an example of the homosexual activists playing
the victim role if you will. Research on the subject, according
sequences for the future of humanity.
Reid, Sen. Dick Durbin, and Rep. Barney Frank,
to Baldwin, suggests however that male homosexuals are far
among others. Photos of Bean posted online show more likely to molest young boys as opposed to heterosexuhim flying at least three times on Air Force One als. After all, as Baldwin writes in his paper, it is generally
with Obama.
gay men that advocate for the lowering of age of consent laws

It has long been understood that children who have
suffered from child sexual abuse were likely to experience severe trauma from the event. Researchers
have long concluded that feelings of sexual confusion, worthlessness, depression and suicidal thoughts
were associated with sexual abuse. In many cases,
even post traumatic stress disorder has been thought
to be a consequence. The rates for reported mental
health issues, according to a report published in the
Journal of Pediatric Health Care, is higher for people
who self report for child sexual abuse. The rates are
higher for women, 56% as opposed to 47% for men.
The rates for mental health issues among those with

A reporter who informed on Subway spokesperson
Jared Fogle to the FBI claims she tried to warn
Subway that the face of their company had been
making sexual comments about her two young
children. USA Today reports that Cindy Mills, a
former Subway franchisee talked to three executives with Subway’s advertising unit. Fogle, who
has been Subway’s most recognized spokesman
for 15 years, has admitted to child pornography
and traveling to have sex with minors, according
to prosecutors in Indiana, where Fogle lives. Fogle, famous for losing about 245 pounds on a diet
of Subway sandwiches in college, is expected to
plead guilty to the allegations at a later date.

no history of child sexual abuse are significantly
lower, 32% for women and 34% for men. This report
also finds that boys will most likely experience a fifteen fold increase in suicidal tendencies as opposed to

and not straight men.“Using twisted logic, pro-gay academics
argue in various social science journals that the molestation of
boys is not a gay lifestyle issue and that such men are not really
homosexuals. It is simply amazing that gay propagandists and
sexology “experts” are successfully bamboozling the public
and the media into believing that a man’s exclusive focus on
young males should not be defined as homosexuality! But if an
exclusive attraction of a male to other males of any age is not
homosexuality, what is?” (Baldwin) Furthermore, gay rights
groups, according to Baldwin, are actively seeking to lessen
the penalties for sexual activity with under aged boys claiming
that it is a violation of civil rights. This is the consequence of
moral relativism and multiculturalism coming home to roost.
The fact is that attraction to young boys is almost exclusively a
homosexual problem. Baldwin writes that very few homosexuals are attracted to older men, and that according to the journal,
Archives of Sexual Behavior, cited by Baldwin, 86% of pedophiles consider themselves to be homosexual. As the gay rights
agenda moves forward little attention is being paid to the possible consequences concerning the safety of our children, and
more attention is being paid to the idea of feeling like we are
not being overly judgmental. Homosexuality is not conducive
to good health as they are more prone to suffer from sexually
transmitted diseases and environments that may not be clean
and sanitary. According to the Family research Center, these
facts point to homosexuality creating risk for others as well.
We certainly do not want to create a hostile environment toward homosexuals in general; however, it must be recognized
that there is an element of that population that has in its sights,
the lowering of age of consent laws and normalizing pedophilia
in order to satisfy their sexual desires. If there is not an effort to
stop this, and the idea that this is a human rights issues moves
forward we could be causing untold damage to generations of
children who should look to adults for protection, not live in
fear of them, or have sexual relationships with them. This is
sick. Read more at: http://www.fortruthssake.com/

philia as a sexual orientation but revised its decision after
receiving backlash from the public. This doesn’t change
the fact that there are still those seeking to normalize sex
with children. Lately, many academic papers have been
surfacing which claim to dispute the findings that sexual
abuse is harmful to children. In fact, many of these papers
claim that there is a benefit to children under certain circumstances and that harm is generally only experienced
when a child is molested against their will. The Journal,
Pedophilia Unbound: Theory, Research and Practice is
a collection of these types of fraudulent “scientific papers.” In the first chapter entitled “Tabooed Child Sexuality,” the author writes that the sexual experiences of
children are not less important than adults and that children, like adults, are normal sexual beings. The chapter
itself seems to suggest that because pedophilia is a common occurrence around the world, it is normal and child
sexuality should be studied. The author comments on
the difficulties of taking on such an endeavor when child
sexuality is hampered by so many taboos. This is the
type of sick, demented thinking that is currently plaguing
our society. Just because sex between adults and children
may be a normal occurrence across the globe does not
make it right. On page 79 of this publication is a paper Before one passes judgment remember this: The evidence
published by Bruce Rind and Robert Bauserman entitled indicates that a high percentage of homosexuals and pedoAn Estimate of Consequences of Adult–Non adult Sex philes were themselves sexually abused as children... we,
for the Non adults in the General Population. This patheir family and their community, failed to protect them,
per claims that sex between adults and children can be
and that must change.

This City Will Fine You Literally
Anything: “Including Mismatching
Drapes and Front Yard Grilling”

I

n an age of economic stress, many cities and
states – on the verge of bankruptcy or default
– are abusing their powers to squeeze extra revenue out of their already struggling citizens.
Petty laws are the building blocks of tyranny.
This has long been understood. That is why the
Declaration of Independence discusses this kind
of usurped power in the long train of abuses: “He
has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent
hither swarms of Officers to harrass our people,
and eat out their substance.”
The Institute For Justice takes on the ridiculous
case of Pagedale, Missouri, a suburb of St. Louis,
where police have truly been deputized as revenue collection officers in the name of paying for
the city’s budget.
It would be funny if it weren’t so scary – with
a cap on the revenue that can be raised through
traffic tickets, the police are out in force to fine
residents for literally just about anything, including mismatching drapes and front yard grilling:
Via the Institute For Justice:
What would it be like if your homeowners’ or
condo association had a police force? If, instead
of just annoying you by nitpicking how your
property’s paint looks or whether your barbecuing with friends bothers the neighborhood busybodies, the association could ticket, fine, and even
arrest you?
And what would it be like if the association had
an incentive to ticket you as much and as often as
possible because it needed as much money as it
could get its hands on?
Numerous residents have appealed to the municipal court to protest against its “unconstitutional”
policies against residents. One homeowner, Valarie Whitner told cameras that she’s had to take out
multiple loans just to pay for citations against her
home by the city.
“This case demonstrates that property rights are
civil rights. The city of Pagedale is ticketing people for harmless things and activities within their
very own home. If the city can reach into a person’s home and tell them what their drapes have
to look like, then they’re not really free,” attorney
William Mauer stated.
This city is one absurd and revolting example of
the draconian measures that are taking place everywhere in America.
Like other banana republics before it, the rule of
law is destroyed, and law enforcement is corrupted instead, to uphold two firm rules of the new
regime: protect those in power at all costs, and
squeeze every drop you can out of the populace in
order to support the state, and its client parasites
in the “private” sector.
Debt is a weapon of submission, as Zero Hedge
notes:
The use of government subsidies to encourage
private borrowing to purchase a house, a car,
or any other goods was since then imitated in
other developed countries. It was the start of
the so-called let-them-eat-credit policies and
the transformation of democracies into debtbased democracies.

No government, wrote
now RBI Governor Rajan,
prefers the tough reality
of declining growth or of
a crisis. Debt is a much
easier way to gather consensus, and to postpone
structural issues.
The bankers, and the various entities of rank below
them, have constructed
every way to maintain
control and dominance
over the population. Economic hardship is a ripe
condition for keeping people in check, while further
unruliness only gives a
pretext to use police state
force to quell dissent.
A completely predatory
and corrupt system will
stop at nothing to hold
onto power. Insolvent local municipalities are often
the first to crack down as budgets become impossible to keep sustain. Hence, the haunting specter of
the Debtor’s Prison has returned. Low income and
working class Americans are particularly vulnerable to schemes that involve tickets and citations
that racked up thousands of dollars in fees that many
simply can’t afford to pay off.
As the justice system follows up on their failure to
pay, many are snared in the net of private contractors
who make a killing at the expense of the individual
by enforcing sometimes ridiculous and increasingly
expensive fines. Trapped, indebted and in jail, these
Americans pay the price for the industrial complex
that has grown up every side of the walls of Washington.
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Tennessee Sheriff Pushes Cannabis
Legalization to Save Daughter
continued from pg 4

conflict of interest was what the District Attorney had told
the family. Mr. Mathes told The Tennessean that the DA
assured him, ’If they were ever charged with a crime related to their use of the oil, “he would not prosecute us.”’
This statement surely upset many other families struggling through similar afflictions without the preferential
treatment. For example, during this time Angela Brown
was facing Federal charges for treating her son’s traumatic
brain women-arrestedinjury, which was causing debilitating seizers, with non-psychoactive CBD oil. Before the
oil was taken away by Federal agents, she had successfully stopped the seizers when nothing else prescribed had
worked. The seizers returned when the oil was taken away.
It would seem that the staunch position that is taken by
government officials on the issue of medical legalization
only applies to those who are not part of the club. As far as
The Last American Vagabond can tell, the Matheses chose
to abide by the law, but many families would do just about
anything to have that choice.
“To use the oil from the plant, not even to smoke the plant
or pervert the plant, just to use the oil from the plant that
God made, something is wrong with that?” said Police
Officer Logan Mathes. To that statement, every suffering
family can agree. It is always refreshing to hear a police
officer speak aloud a different stance than that of the anticannabis Federal Government. It shows that even those
in official positions see the validity of these new medical
avenues, but most likely choose to stay in line for their
job’s sake. It is unfortunate that it took the suffering of this
police officer’s child to cause his change of heart, but none
the less, The Last American Vagabond will fight for his
right to heal his child however he sees fit. 		
Follow the change. Be the change.
		
www.thelastamericanvagabond.com

Trinity County District Attorney Eric Heryford
Sues VW & Audi for Fraud Continued from pg 7
30 thousand business owners and will put many of
them out of business--it is estimated that 150,000
jobs could be lost if these companies pull up stakes
and move from California. Comments from noted
scientists and the public sent to CARB regarding
Hien Tran’s report are contained in a supplement to
the report and were for the most part ignored by the
board. Hereyford is also suing Citigroup Inc., Alliance Data Systems, First Premier Bank claiming
credit card holders have been charged for unuseable
services.
Here are some other CARB highlights:
•Reformulated Diesel Fuel: Do you remember
when CARB mandated that Diesel Fuel be reformulated without adequate testing in the 1990’s?
The new fuel damaged thousands of diesel
engines in the state and over ten million dollars
of state funds were used to replace many of the
damaged engines. You the taxpayers and working
people paid for this. Bet your legislators never
told you about this. But they fired 20,000 teachers in the state recently because they wasted your
tax dollars on fraud agencies like CARB where
they have placed their friends and political cronies
on the payroll until the next election.
•MTBE: Over $30 million paid out by working
families over ten years for extra 20 to 30 cents a
gallon. Estimated $20 billion dollars more to clean
up ground water around the state that is contaminated with MTBE. CARB has an army of professional liar “public information officers” who
spread the CARB propaganda to keep the CARB
agency budget growing every year. They spent
ten years lying to both the legislature and the public
about the “benefits” of MTBE in your gasoline.
Finally, the legislature had to ban MTBE in your
gas when scientists proved that it was a poison to
our environment and you. The average working
family was forced to pay out over eight thousand
dollars over ten years for the MTBE poison in their
gasoline in California. (They would have over
$12,000 in the bank today for their childrens’ education if that money had been saved and invested).
•Electric Car mandate: CARB set the American

automotive industry back by ten years in developing
hybrid cars because CARB would not allow them
as zero emission or low emission cars while CARB
insisted on demanding that 5% of cars in California
had to be electric cars. Only after they were forced
to admit that the electric cars were a fraud, did they
allow hybrid cars. By that time the Japanese manufacturers were way ahead of America. That has cost the
American workers in the auto industry over 200.000
jobs and crushed the industry.
•Hien Tran Fraud: Hien Tran lied about having a
PHD from U.C. Davis but really purchased his degree
at a diploma mill. Tran was the project coordinator
and lead author of a report entitled “Methodology for
Estimating Premature Deaths Associated with Longterm Exposure to Fine Airborne Particulate Matter
in California.” This report was the main support
document of a draconian regulation proposed by the
CARB that would cost California diesel users billions
of dollars, a cost that eventually the consumer would
pay for in higher food, construction and transportation
costs. These costs would be incurred in the retrofitting of almost all diesel engines for on- or off-road,
even relatively new ones, with new pollution controls
for the sole purpose of limiting particulate matter as
small as 2.5 microns (PM2.5). Although there have
been some epidemiological studies in the past that
claim there is a health risk, those studies were highly
speculative and done with poor data. In fact, there is
a significant study that says that PM2.5 is not a health
risk in California.
Tran’s problems started with the completion of the
first draft report when Dr. S. Stanley Young, the
assistant director of Bioinformatics at the National
Institute of Statistical Sciences, came to his attention.
Dr. Young fired off a letter to Gov. Schwarzenegger,
writing in part, “I note that none of the authors are
professional statisticians. Some are trained in epidemiology. It is useful to know that the track record of
epidemiologists in the use of statistics to make claims
that are reproducible is very poor. Their claims fail to
replicate 80-90 percent of the time (Ioannidis, JAMA,
2005). Their recommendations, most likely wrong,
are projected to be very costly.

The Nazis were socialists much like Bernie
Sanders... extreme leftists who believed in
really big government

By J. D. Heyes
(NaturalNews) Many people do not care for the loose association of the term “Nazi” with certain political groups, primarily
because of the horrific acts the Nazi party and its founder, Adolf
Hitler, committed. Nevertheless, there are certainly some modernday comparisons we can make between National Socialism – the
underlying political philosophy of the Nazi party – and today’s
“socialist” politicians, nearly all of whom associate and vote with
the Democratic Party.
Writing in his blog, End of the American Dream, Michael Snyder
laments that America today looks a lot like Nazi Germany did in
the 1930s:
Once upon a time America fought a great war to rid the world of
the Nazis, but now we have become just like them. In fact, I would
venture to say that the Nazification of the United States is pretty
much complete. ...[W]e have a heavily socialized economy where
tax rates are out of control and lots of freebies are given out just
like the Nazis did. And just like the Nazis, our society has become
highly militarized and our government has become increasingly
obsessed with watching, tracking, monitoring and controlling the
general population.
Moreover, Snyder says that for all the “pageantry and beauty” of
American society, there is an underlying evil that he describes as
nearly “unspeakable.”
Nazis were not far right
“The other day, my wife and I were watching some footage of
the beautiful parades and celebrations that were held in Germany
before World War II, and they certainly were very impressive,” he
writes. “But under the surface, a great evil was growing.”
History, of course, would bear that out. Just like the Nazis, Snyder
continued, American society is on course to learn very painful lessons, starting with the economy.
Although most people have associated Hitler’s regime with the
“far right,” Snyder points out that in reality, Hitler’s government
was a socialist government. “By heavily taxing and spending,”
he writes, “the Nazis were able to temporarily restore economic
prosperity after the great economic crisis that occurred under the
Weimar Republic” after World War I, “and this helped fueled their
wild popularity”. Hitler’s great oratory also helped re-inspire a defeated people. The extensive public works projects undertaken by
Hitler after coming to power in the early 1930s included domestic
infrastructure such as the construction of autobahns (highways)
and, of course, military spending.
If anything, today’s Democratic Party is certainly the party of Big
Government, big spending, and authoritarianism. Senator Bernie
Sanders, the “Independent” from Vermont who currently leads at
least some of the Democratic presidential polling, is the embodiment of the Nazi brand of ideology.
Snyder notes that many people who were alive during the Nazi
reign, even those in countries where the Nazis invaded and dominated, recounted programs similar to those advocated by Sanders
today: free education at all levels, free housing and health care,
and subsidies for almost everything else. Of course, such largess
comes at a hefty price tag that is paid for by higher taxes. This
is something the Nazis implemented and something Sanders has
repeatedly said he wanted, especially for “the rich”.
Identical policies
“There is no way that you can get around it. The Nazis were never
on the far right,’” Snyder notes. “The were always leftists, and
they always hated capitalism.”
He also cited National Socialist theologian Gregor Strasser as once
making the statement:
We National Socialists are enemies, deadly enemies, of the present
capitalist system with its exploitation of the economically weak ...
and we are resolved under all circumstances to destroy this system.
While Sanders, along with President Obama, would never blatantly state in public what Strasser said, there can be little doubt that
given the policies Sanders would pursue and policies Obama has
pursued (Obamacare, expanding entitlements, massive government
spending, enlarged national debt, war on coal and energy, reams of
new regulations on existing American business and industry), they
mirror what the Nazi national socialists believed.
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Trinity County District Attorney Eric Heryford
Sues VW & Audi for Fraud Continued from pg 1
new cars rather than an actual emissions test
of vehicles (tail pipe readings). Even though
this change was protested by mechanics and
emissions specialists across the state at public meetings that claimed vehicles computer
systems could easily be modified and the state
should continue tail pipe emissions testing to
protect the environment, the state went ahead
and implemented the new testing in 2014.
Representatives of CARB and the Bureau of
Automotive Repair replied that the incidents
of computer manipulation by vehicle owners
would be “statistically negligible”. Well, now
that has proven to not be the case. Because
CARB changed the testing protocol, many,
including manufactures got into computer
manipulation. In fact, the car manufacturers
began to design cars and trucks based on the
ability to manipulate. That sounds pretty bad
until you know the rest of the story and how
CARB utilized their own manipulated and
fabricated data from two different fraudulent studies they designed and produced that
prompted a change in pollution standards for
California.
This includes frauduently presenting these
studies and fake data to the California legislature in order for strict laws to be put in
place which has caused businesses and consumers millions if not billions of dollars.
The trucking industry is suing the State for
this due to having to replace all diesel trucks
on the road although the law does not apply
to their competitors: Mexican truckers. That
sounds fair, right? In fact, the head of CARB,
Mary Nichols, can be seen on video admitting she knew of the fraud and did not inform
the legislature while the issues were being
presented in committees in the legislature.
As KILLCARB.ORG, an organization that is
seeking to put an end to this rogue agency
reports on their website: Dr. James Enstrom
was instrumental in exposing the Hien Tran
fraud and the violation of state statutes in the
appointments of the CARB Scientific Board.
A law suit is pending. Dr. Enstrom’s research
contradicted that of Hien Tran, who claimed
to hold a PhD and was the lead author of a
report which CARB used to justify bad, new,
industry killing regulations for diesel trucks
and buses. Tran’s PhD was actually from a
diploma mill. In 2008 Dr. Enstrom’s letter to
the California Air Resources Board was Ignored. CARB’s Mary Nichols and Dr. John
Balmes (UCSF) knew of the Tran fraud and
attempted a cover-up until the story hit the
press. Industry leaders now question if Dr.
Enstrom was fired for being a whistle blower.
Yes, that is correct, within their own agency,
high ranking employees were blowing the
whistle on a fraudulent study by a fraudulent
employee. Tran’s study claimed that premature deaths were in the millions from emissions related particulate matter. The fraudulently seated CARB Board then used this
report to not only point the finger at vehicle
emissions but also power plants, causing
rates to increase to every energy consumer in
California, and the entire automotive repair
industry by illegally cracking down with undercover vehicles, all trying to force a contrived new emissions standard. There was another study done even before the Tran report.
They conspired and schemed to target the
poor black community of Compton in Los
Angles to prove that the emissions program
was not tight enough even though California
was leading the nation in pollution reductions.
They sent Bureau of Automotive agents from
the Beverly Hills office into Compton with
undercover cars to automotive repair stations
in Compton and documented that they were

not repairing the vehicles to the highest level
possible. The fact is that technicians were repairing some of the oldest vehicles for some
of the poorest consumers to the best of their
ability with the limited funds of their customers. If the customer only has $200 for a repair,
did CARB imagine they would use their own
money to repair the cars?
Why did they use Beverly Hills agents rather
than local reps that knew the area shops and
the economic challenges of the community?
One has to wonder if DA Heryford wants to
protect the residents of Trinity County, what
about suing US Forest Service for fraudulent managment of the forest? Or for the
perpetrated CARB fraud? In fact, due to this
fraud by CARB, our county had to spend
100s of thousands of dollars for new diesel
trucks to meet the contrived standards. Has
Trinity County even considered holding the
USFS accountable for the tons of pollution
that enundated our lungs, our livestock, our
homes and the wildlife of our county? Why
isn’t CARB doing a study on that? Is there
no money in it? As it stands, the Heryford v.
Volkswagen of America, Inc. lawsuits is ongoing in the California Eastern District Court
under Judge Morrison C England, Jr. There
are many Americans employed by these two
companies and all the legal ramifications is
going to cost jobs, sales and further hurt the
teetering economy of our nation and state.
The fix for these new vehicles is nominal
such as re-programming the vehicles computer systems which is as easy as the placement
of a microchip and with some vehicles needing an addition emissions component or part.
It is not like the forest burnt to the ground, oh,
wait, yes, it did.
8500 California teachers were fired to fund
CARB. KILLCARB.ORG is one of the only
outlets that is covering this story:
Our tax dollars fund CARB. In fiscal year
2007-08 they got $722 million for 1172 employees. In fiscal year 2008-09 they got $650
million for 1272 employees, and in fiscal year
2009-10, your state legislators and the governor fired over 8500 teachers in the state in
order to give $857 million to this outrageously corrupt state agency and its 1280 employees. Why? Easy. Follow the money. The
CARB payroll is loaded with political friends
of the legislators. Hundreds of these worthless so-called public servants collect hundred thousand dollar salaries and pension
benefits that working families can never expect. CARB is also in bed with organizations
that steer many millions to the campaign
coffers of the legislators. Why otherwise
would the legislature keep CARB alive and
growing --- and rob the youth of California of
the education they deserve? When the state
is bankrupt, teachers are losing their jobs,
millions are out of work, and the legislature
gives CARB billions of dollars to waste on its
fraudulent campaigns and regulate the working people as if they are criminals spoiling the
environment. Of course, CARB must manufacture a new “health crisis” every year to
justify its existence. CARB is demanding that
perfectly good diesel engines in the state be
replaced with less efficient engines that will
actually add to the amount of carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere. They are doing this based
on a flawed report by a fraudulent CARB
employee. They claim a $70 billion savings
in health care by destroying these engines.
Their own summary document shows that
there is no proven link between diesel particulate mater and cancer. This action is based
on “indications” and “suggestions”! As if that
is not enough, the 20 billion dollar price tag
will place a financial burden on an estimated
continued on pg 6
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True Story of Thanksgiving
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September to embark on the treacherous journey across
the Atlantic Ocean. The crossing was wrought with devastating conditions. They ran into many horrific storms
that threw them from side to side and violently pitched
up and down within a very cramped space below deck.
Adults and children alike were vomiting; with the stench
of vomit, animals, and unwashed bodies, and with the sea
water leaking in through the deck above, the conditions
were almost intolerable.
After surviving 44 days of storms out of their 66-day
voyage, the weak and sick passengers finally saw land on
November 9th, 1620. The land they saw was Cape Cod.
Even though it was not their original destination of the
northern part of the Virginia Colony (today’s New Jersey
Shore), the ship got caught in the shoals off the bottom
elbow of the Cape and after fighting to get it released,
they finally decided that it was God’s will for them to
stay where they were and start a new colony.
In the midst of a blinding December snow storm, they
were blown into Plymouth harbor. They came ashore at
Plymouth and discovered the ground cleared and recently cultivated, but there were no Indians anywhere to be
seen. And oddly, the area was strewn with human bones.

They built a common house where they could
take shelter until they were able to begin building
their own homes. But with their immune systems
weakened by the rough voyage, they began to
get sick and die. By March there had been a total of 47 deaths. They were in desperate circumstances because the food they’d brought on the
Mayflower was all but gone. But on March 16,
1621, a lone Indian appeared, walked up to them
and said, “Welcome Englishmen!” The Pilgrims
found out that his name was Samoset, and that he
was a regional Indian chief who lived about 40
miles to the southwest, in Massasoit. The following week he appeared again, this time bringing
with him a Patuxet Indian named Squanto.
Squanto, who also spoke English, offered them
his services. He taught them how to trap eels in
the mud flats of the bay, what berries were edible, what herbs were good for medicine, and
how to trap beaver, which would later become a
source of income for the Pilgrims. Most important of all, he taught them how to plant corn, and
plant it the Indian way — by burying dead fish
with the seeds, to fertilize the seedlings as they
grew. Squanto’s story, the Pilgrims would learn,
was fascinating. As it turned out, his tribe, the
Patuxets, had lived at Plymouth. But in 1617, a
plague, probably brought by French fur-trappers
from the north, had killed every member of the
tribe. That explained why the Pilgrims had found
the ground covered with human bones. Squanto
had escaped the plague because he had not been
there. Squanto had been kidnapped in 1605 by
an English fishing expedition and taken back to
England, where he lived for 9 years in the home
of a merchant named John Slanie. He’d learned
to speak English well, and became accustomed
to English food and ways. In 1614 Squanto was
brought back to America on another fishing expedition led by John Smith of Jamestown, Virginia fame. When it came time to depart, Smith
ordered one of his captains, Thomas Hunt, to
stay behind and trade for beaver pelts. But Hunt
tricked Squanto and 19 other young braves into
getting on board his ship. He took them prisoner
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and sailed to Malaga, a slave trading port on the south
coast of Spain. There these American Indians were sold
as slaves. Luckily, Squanto was purchased by a monk
who took pity on him. He lived with the monks for a
year before getting his freedom. He worked his way
back to England where he stayed until 1619, when a
Captain Dermer brought him back to the New England
coast in exchange for his services as a pilot in American waters. But when Squanto got back to his village
site at Plymouth, he was shocked to discover all of his
people were dead, killed by the plague two years earlier. Heartbroken, he traveled 40 miles southwest to
the tribal seat of the Wampanoag and Chief Massasoit,
who took him in. He stayed with them until March of
1621, when Samoset had returned from Squanto’s village site to tell him that some English had settled there.
Squanto suddenly had a new reason to live. He would
go and help these white people.
In October, when the 20 acres of corn the Pilgrims had
planted under Squanto’s tutelage had been harvested,
the Pilgrims wanted to hold a celebration festival. They
invited Massasoit and the Wampanoag, and of course
Samoset and Squanto. Massasoit came a day early with
90 braves and women and children. Would feeding all
these people deplete the supply of corn that the Pilgrims had been stored up for winter? Not at all, because Massasoit had his men hunt for the occasion and
they brought 5 deer and also wild turkeys. There were
fish from the bay, berries and other fruits, roasted corn
and the Pilgrim women supplied vegetables from their
gardens. The festival lasted 3 days, complete with bow
and arrow shooting contests, foot races, and relay races.
It was a good and peaceful time for whites and Indians
together. Probably many times during the celebration,
the Pilgrims stopped to thank God for his miraculous
provision of Squanto. If it hadn’t been for him, there
wouldn’t have been any reason for the celebration and
Thanksgiving. God had sent this American Indian, who
spoke English fluently, ate English food, understood
English customs and ways, and knew about the Christian faith because of his time spent with the Spanish
monks. He was the right man, in the right place, at the
right time.
This is the true story of the first New England Thanksgiving! *Based on an essay by Peter Marshall
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